TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
For the Regular Meeting of Council to be held February 7, 2012 at 5:00
p.m. in the Council Chambers at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7th
Avenue.
SUBDIVISION/DEVELOPMENT APPROVING AUTHORITY*
*- as required
None
PROCLAMATIONS
None
PUBLIC QUESTION PERIOD

A.

AGENDA APPROVAL

B.

DELEGATIONS, PETITIONS, OR PRESENTATIONS
None

C.
1-4
D.

MINUTES
1. January 17, 2012 Regular Meeting Minutes
BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
None

E.
5 - 10
F.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. Delegation Request – Dieter Remppel
BYLAW APPROVAL
None

G.
11 - 19

NEW BUSINESS
1. Bow Valley Regional Transit 2012 Business Plan
Amendments
Recommendation:
That Council approves the amendments to the Bow
Valley Regional Transit Business Plan as requested.
2. Community Arts Centre Advisory Committee
Appointments (after incamera)

20 - 52

H.

3. Fire-Rescue Department Position Request (after
incamera)
Recommendation:
That Council approves the position request
(Attachment 1) of 3FTE;s (75% for 2012) from
salaries, wages nd benefits in the approved
operational budget and with the addition of one (1)
Paid Response On Call Firefighter position; and
That Council directs Administration to update the
Canmore Fire-Rescue Strategic Plan to reflect the
new 2012 response program; and
To report back on the results of this program in one
year.

CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION
None

I.

REPORTS FROM ADMINISTRATION
None

J.

NOTICES OF MOTION
None

K.

IN CAMERA
1. Community Arts Centre Advisory Committee
Appointments
2. Fire Rescue Department Position Request
3. Personnel Issue

L.

ADJOURNMENT

TOWN OF CANMORE
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of Council, Tuesday, January 17, 2012, at
5:00 p.m. in the Civic Centre, 902-7th Avenue, with the following persons
present:
C-1
MAYOR:

Ron Casey

DEPUTY MAYOR: John Borrowman
COUNCILLORS:

STAFF:

Joanna McCallum
Jim Ridley
Hans Helder
Gordie Miskow
Ed Russell

Lisa de Soto, Interim Chief Administrative Officer
Lorrie O’Brien, General Manager, Municipal Services
Gary Buxton, Acting General Manager, Municipal
Infrastructure
Suzette Cardinal, Municipal Clerk
(Recording Secretary)

Mayor Casey called the meeting to order at 5:01 p.m.
PROCLAMATION
None
PUBLIC QUESTION PERIOD
None
A. AGENDA APPROVAL
044-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council approve the Agenda for January
17, 2012 as amended to add Item K-2 Incamera – Legal Issue and to
hear the incamera before Item G-2, to add Item I-1 Reports from
Administration - Climbing Wall, and to add Item K-3 Incamera - Legal
issues; Item K4 and K5 Incamera Contract issues.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

B. DELEGATIONS, PETITIONS, OR PRESENTATIONS
None
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C. MINUTES
1. January 3, 2012 Regular Meeting Minutes
045-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council approve the January 3, 2012
meeting minutes as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
D. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
None

E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None
F. BYLAW APPROVAL
None
G. NEW BUSINESS
1. Recreation Facility Contribution Policy
046-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council postpone the decision on the
Recreation Facility Contribution Policy for further review by
Administration and to be brought back to Council before summer
break and that the existing recreation facility contribution not be
collected until the review is complete.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

H. CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION
None
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I. REPORTS FROM ADMINISTRATION
1. Climbing Wall Update – Lorrie O’Brien General Manager,
Municipal Services
Lorrie O’Brien, General Manager of Municipal Services, updated
Council regarding the Climbing Wall. Administration is re-issuing
documents as a design build. No construction delays are
anticipated
J

NOTICES OF MOTION
None

K. IN CAMERA
047-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council go incamera at 5:10 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
2. Legal Issue

048-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council comes out of incamera at 6:10
p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

049-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council go incamera at 6:45 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
1. Contract Issue
3. Legal Issue
4. Contract Issue
5. Contract Issue

050-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that Council comes out of incamera at 9:15
p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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L. ADJOURNMENT
051-2012

Moved by Mayor Casey that the Regular Meeting of Council for
January 17, 2012 adjourn at 9:15 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MAYOR

MUNICIPAL CLERK
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Staff Report
G-1
COUNCIL DATE:

February 7, 2012

SUBJECT/TOPIC:

Bow Valley Regional Transit 2012 Business Plan Amendments

PURPOSE:

To provide Council with an overview of the Bow Valley
Regional Transit Services Commission proposed amendments
to the approved Business Plan for approval.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council approves the amendments to the Bow Valley
Regional Transit Business Plan as presented.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY:
Council approved the December 15, 2010 BVRTSC five-year business plan on January 18, 2011.
The December 15, 2010 Business Plan outlines a process for forming the Bow Valley Regional
Transit Service Commission in 2011. In accordance with the business plan, the Commission and
its Board of Directors has been formed and in September 2011 a General Manager was hired. In
November 2011 the Commission approved their operating bylaw BVRTSC BYLAW 3-2011.
The operating bylaw states that “Voting Members shall be required to distribute the annual and
three-year rolling financial plans to their respective organizations and constituents and consult
with them on these plans, and the voting members shall be entitled to vote on these plans after
the consultations have been completed.” After voting to approve the financial plans the
Commission is required to send a requisition for fees to be paid by their customers (Town of
Canmore, Town of Banff, ID 9) in accordance with BVRTSC Bylaw No. 2-2011 (respecting the
fees to be charged by the Commission to its customers). Bylaw No. 2-2011 states that in levying
fees to its customers “the Board shall apply the cost allocation principles and methodology
described in the Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission Five-Year Business Plan.”
DISCUSSION:
In order to be responsive to its obligations to voting members the BVRTSC, and to comply with
the BVRTSC bylaws, the Commission has submitted to administration a report outlining
proposed amendments to the BVRTSC business plan (See Attachment #1). These amendments
will impact service and expenditures in 2012 and beyond and, if approved, will be reflected in
future one-year and three-year rolling financial and business plans.
The attached report outlines the full extent of the proposed amendments. They can be
summarized as follows:
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(A) Increase in service hours. The Commission proposes to increase service hours for
Canmore Roam from 8 hours / day to 12 hours / day allowing for 30 minute service
during peak times to better match demand. This is generally considered the minimum
service level for commuter transit and is expected to result in improved route uptake.
(B) Adjustment to the Canmore Roam fare box recovery rates. The Commission has assumed
that 25% of costs will be recovered versus 31-33% identified in the business plan. This is
a conservative number which is more in line with the Commission manager’s past
experience for new routes. Increased fare box recovery rates will lower costs for
Commission Members.
(C) Changes in fleet procurement. The Commission proposes to procure 4 biodiesel buses as
opposed to two hybrid buses. For long haul routes such as the Canmore Roam diesel
buses are more efficient than hybrids. It is proposed that Canmore Roam fleet consist of
two 40’ buses and two shuttle style buses to allow for spare capacity, and 30 minute
service. Having diversity in the fleet allows the Commission to make more efficient use
of equipment for peak and off-peak times. The 40’ buses can be procured through Calgary
Transit at excellent prices and the four buses can be procured and outfitted within the
Green Trip funding amounts ($1,350,000 total).
(D) Upgrades to the electronic fare collection equipment. The business plan anticipates fare
collection upgrades to take place 4-5 years from now. The current system is an older type
which is no longer manufactured. The Commission has identified a cost effective
solution to upgrade the existing hardware and provide new hardware for new fleet
vehicles to allow for a single fare collection system for both Banff Roam and Canmore
Roam.
(E) Adjustments to administrative costs. The Commission has identified several
administrative costs that were inadequately covered in the business plan such as bus
storage costs, administrative office lease cost and commission insurance.
(F) Delay in Parks Roam service. Parks roam has proposed to delay startup of the Parks
Roam service by one to two years. This amendment will have little or no direct impact to
the Town of Canmore financial contributions to the Commission.
The above amendments result in changes to the Town of Canmore’s annual contributions to the
Commission. The table below provides an overview of the changes:

Budget items
Operating and
Maintenance

2012
Approved
Proposed

2013
Approved
Proposed

$

69,000

Marketing, contractual
services

$

6,000

Administration

$ 15,000

$ 22,000

$ 16,000

Capital reserve

$ 27,000

$ 27,000

$ 27,000

2014
Approved
Proposed

$ 31,000*

$ 67,000

$ 87,000

$ 66,000

$

91,000

$

$

$

$

6,000

$

14,000

$ 23,000

$ 14,000

$

27,000

$ 27,000

$ 25,000

$

25,000

15,000
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12

Total

$ 117,000

$ 95,000
*Pro-rated
service start in
fall.
More reflective
admin and
marketing costs
for start up year

$ 117,000

$ 151,000

$ 111,000

12 service
hours
compared to 8.
More reflective
admin costs

$ 157,000
12 service
hours
compared to 8
with
inflationary
increase in
operating and
admin costs

ALTERNATIVES:
Council may choose to approve some or none of the proposed amendments.
POLICY ALIGNMENT:
Regional Transit implementation is a strategic priority identified in the Town’s 2010 Business
Plan.
Council approved the December 15, 2010 BVRTSC five-year business plan on January 18, 2011.
VISION ALIGNMENT:
Identity: Regional transit serves residents and visitors alike, helping to meet the needs and
interests of a diverse population. Improved service will reflect positively on the Town.
Economic Sustainability: Regional transit supports local business and facilitates the
development of new local businesses by making it easier and less costly for employees and
customers to move from place to place within the Bow Valley. Regional transit also is listed as a
Key Result in the Town’s Economic Development & Tourism Strategy. 30 minute service
during peak times will improve workplace commuter experience and uptake.
Social Fabric: Regional transit helps to meet the transportation needs of residents and visitors,
strengthen social connections, accommodate the needs of all age groups, and keep mobility
within the Bow Valley affordable.
Environmental Stewardship: Regional transit reduces the need and use of the automobile in the
Bow Valley, emissions and the need for paved areas for roads and parking. Diesel buses are
more efficient for long-haul transit routes.
Civic Engagement and Leadership: Approving the revised Business Plan will provide direction
to the Commission and demonstrate leadership in facilitating transit services in the Bow Valley.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The proposed 2012 contributions to the Commission are within the approved operating budget of
$120,000.
Procurement of four outfitted diesel buses can be completed within the approved capital budget
of $675,000.
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Report to Canmore Town Council:
Attachment 1: Request for approval of amendments to the Bow Valley Regional Transit Services
Commission (BVRTSC) Business Plan and related financial information.
Attachment 1:
Summary/ Issue
The Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission (BVRTSC) being responsive to its obligations to the
voting member municipalities and in compliance to the BVRTSC 3-2011 Operating Bylaw, submits this
report on the amendments to the BVRTSC business plan and related financial information for approval
to the Canmore Town Council.

The business plan drafted by Stantec Consulting is currently the approved/ recognized document by the
municipal stakeholders and as well, it is used by the BVRTSC as the base document which its
implementation priorities are derived. The business plan identifies 2012 as “year 2” in a 5 year plan. As
in many implementation practices of plans and strategies, slight variations and adjustments have been
proposed as the desired course of action. Although the recommended amendments to the business
plan are not major, it is important that the municipal stakeholders are made aware of the proposed
changes and provide their approval (or objections) accordingly. These amendments have been reviewed
and are recommended by the BVRTSC.
This report presents these recommended amendments for approval so that they may be implemented.
A revised business plan (to be finalized and presented in the fall of 2012) will follow and will reflect the
approved changes.
Proposed amendments:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Additional service hours for the Canmore-Banff regional Roam service.
Fare box recovery rate adjustment for the Canmore-Banff regional Roam service
Bus procurement change for Canmore-Banff regional Roam service
Upgrades to the electronic fare collection equipment sooner than identified in the business
plan.
E) Some administrative costs not clearly stated or identified in business plan
F) Delay in the start of the Parks Roam service

A) Service hours difference for the Canmore – Banff regional Roam
In the existing Business Plan:
8 hours of service per day for the Canmore – Banff regional Roam.
1 hour service frequency for a total of 8 hours per day for the Canmore – Banff Regional Roam, thus
using one driver for an 8 hour shift.
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Proposed Amendment:
12 hours of service per day which will allow for 30 minute frequency periods for the Canmore – Banff
regional Roam. The proposed increase in service hours will allow for 30 minute service frequency during
certain times of the day to better match customer demand. One hour frequency during lower demand
times of the day. 12 service hours equates to 12 hours of driver time in a day. Higher frequency of
service times will require more than one driver deployed in a given hour.
B) Adjustment to the fare box recovery rate for Canmore-Banff Regional Roam
In the existing Business Plan:
The business plan uses a 31-33% of the overall operating budget percentage figure to estimate the fare
box recovery for the first two years of service for the Canmore – Banff regional Roam.
Proposed Amendment:
BVRTSC recommends a use of 25% of the operating budget fare box recovery rate as being more
reflective of the ridership for the first two years. The lower recovery rate is more typical of other
regional start up connector service in Alberta. If fare box revenues happen to be higher, that will result
in a positive variance and there will be a resultant net reduction in the operating cost for the regional
service.
C) Bus Procurement change
In the existing the Business Plan:
It is suggested that the smaller 30 feet buses be used for the regional service. Further, although not
clearly stated in the business plan, it is can be assumed that 2 buses are to be purchased initially. Grant
funding such as Green trip is suggested as a means for the capital dollars.
Proposed amendment:
BVRTSC recommends the purchase of 4 buses through the use of the 1.35 million dollar Green Trip grant
funding envelope.
BVRTSC recommends the purchase of two 40 foot buses through a joint procurement opportunity with
the City of Calgary, Calgary Transit. This opportunity allows the BVRTSC to purchase the larger capacity
buses for a similar price to the 30-35 feet buses proposed by the Business Plan. Further, through to the
business relationship Calgary Transit has with the manufacturer, the BVRTSC should be able to obtain
these buses within 6 or 7 months of the time of order compared to the typical 12- 18 months wait time
if the BVRTSC were to order directly from the manufacturer. Lastly, due to the overall savings achieved
through this joint procurement opportunity, the BVRTSC is able to purchase one more additional smaller
shuttle style buses for a total of four buses (2- 40 foot, 2 shuttle style). The increased number and the
diversity in the type of buses allows the BVRTSC to a) provide the increase in service frequency, b)
provide for adequate spare bus ratio and c) create diversify in the fleet for better efficiency in service
delivery.
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D) Upgrades to the electronic fare collection equipment sooner than identified in the business plan.
In the existing Business Plan:
The Business Plan recommends the use of smart card technology for the various regional services
introduced in the area and integrated with the existing Banff Roam system. Lifecycle replacement of the
Banff Roam smartcard system is identified in another 4 to 5 years.
Proposed amendment:
Upon review of the existing smartcard system, it has been identified by the manufacturer that the
current system (in the Banff ROAM buses) is an older type which is no longer manufactured. Further,
due to the older nature of the operating software, it is not upgradeable to be compatible with the new
generation software. BVRTSC has identified a cost effective solution with the manufacturer to upgrade
the entire system, using some existing hardware, etc. The resultant outcome will move up the smart
card system replacement sooner than indicated by the business plan. Capital budget allocation for this
replacement will be adjusted accordingly for the Banff Roam service, while the regional service
implementation costs will be identified as part of the bus procurement expenditure. The Town of
Canmore’s capital budget contribution will not be impacted with this amendment.
E) Some administrative costs that are not clearly identified in the business plan:
In the existing Business Plan, some items are not adequately cost reflected or were not identified
altogether. The BVRTSC administration have identified these items as regional bus storage costs,
administrative office lease cost, under estimated wages, under estimated contractual services, and
commission insurance. These costs have been added into the administrative overhead calculations.
F) Delay in Parks Roam service
In existing the Business Plan:
The Business Plan identifies the Parks Roam service to commence in 2012 to 2013 time span. Tied to
this service commencement timelines are capital bus purchases funded by Parks Canada. Theses buses
are used in the business plan to lower overall bus related operating costs and create further diversity in
the BVRTSC fleet. Other big picture items such as regional fare strategy, bus transfer infrastructure and
marketing strategies are identified to occur in various stages and sequences in support of this service.
Proposed amendment:
Parks Canada has requested a delay in the start-up of the Parks Roam service due to some variances in
their future capital funding plans. They still indicate a commitment to follow through with the desire to
have the Parks Roams service, however at a later timeframe than indicated in the business plan. It is
suggested that Parks Roam will be targeted for 2013-2014 start up, perhaps in certain phases yet to be
confirmed. This amendment will have little or no direct impact to the Town of Canmore financial
contributions to the Commission over the next three years.
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Financial :
Related budget contribution adjustments for the Town of Canmore:
Budget items
2012
2012 amended 2013
Projected
Business
Business 2013
Plan
Plan
amended
figure
figure
Operating and
69,000
31,000*
67,000
87,000
Maintenance
Marketing,
6,000
15,000
7,000
14,000
contractual
services
Administration
15,000
22,000
16,000
23,000
Capital reserve
27,000
27,000
27,000
27,000
Total
117,000 95,000
117,000 151,000
*Pro-rated service
start in fall.
More reflective
admin and marketing
costs for start up
year

12 service hours
compared to 8.
More reflective
admin costs

2014
Business
Plan
figure
66,000

Projected 2014
amended

6,000

14,000

14,000
25,000
111,000

27,000
25,000
157,000

91,000

12 service hours
compared to 8 with
inflationary increase in
operating and admin
costs

Request for Approval:
In the fall of 2012, the voting municipal members will receive a revised business plan document that will
reflect these amendments. Further, if any other proposed new business options and developments
arise, those will be included and will be presented for review and approval from the voting member
municipalities. Supporting financial information that reflects the amendments will accompany the
revised business plan.
At this time, BVRTSC recommends the Town of Canmore to approve the proposed amendments to the
business plan and approve the 2012 budget contributions as presented.
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January 22,24L2,

To:

Andy Esarte
Manager of Engineering

Town of Canmore
902 - 7 Ave,
Canmore, AB, T1W 3K1

From: KojiMiyaji
General Manager
Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission
c/o LLO Bear, PO BOX 1260
Banff, AB, T1L 1A1

Re:

Bow Valley Regional Transit 2012 Business Plan Amendments Report -Supporting information

The Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission (BVRTSC) is committed to ensuring that the voting

member municipalities are provided an opportunity to review and approve any deviations from the
currently approved Business Plan.
Please accept the attached Amendment Report outlining proposed changes to the approved BVRTSC
Business Plan for Town of Canmore Council to consider. Your assistance with providing the report

to

Council for approval at an upcoming meeting is appreciated.

Sincerely,

KojiMiyaji
General Manager
Bow Valley Regional Services Commission
(403) 752 0606
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Staff Report
G-3
COUNCIL DATE:

February 7, 2012

SUBJECT/TOPIC:

Fire-Rescue Department Position Request

PURPOSE:

To analyze different models of Fire-Rescue
operations and to provide Council with the
information to approve the position request of 3
FTE’s as approved in the 2012 Operating Budget

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council a) approves the position request
(Attachment 1) of 3 FTE’s (75% for 2012) from
salaries, wages and benefits in the approved
operation budget and with the addition of one (1)
Paid Response On Call Firefighter position and
b) That Council directs Administration to update the
Canmore Fire-Rescue Strategic Plan to reflect the
new 2012 response program and c) To report back
on the results of this program in one year.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY:
On April 19, 2011 Council approved the Canmore Fire-Rescue Department’s strategic plan by
resolution #146-2011 (See Attachment 2). The Strategic Plan details the Canmore response time,
strategic priorities for the Fire-Rescue Department, and developed actions for 2011-2014. It also
reviews the historical data that was evaluated to develop the stand alone department, establishes
an organizational structure, provides program and service level details, and identifies budget
requirements.
While the approved plan recommended a staffing model of 9 FTE (1 Fire chief and 8 Fire
fighters), a decision was made to move the Fire chief into rotation, thus reducing this number to
8 FTE, as part of the budget approval process. However, with the new legal information we have
received, we have been advised that the concept of putting the Fire Chief into rotation is not
recommended and not within the current Collective Agreement.
On December 5, 2011 Council approved motion #442-2011:
“That a position Request Fire Services for 3 FTE’s (75% for 2012) from Salaries Wages and
Benefits be added with approval required from Council prior to hiring of these positions.”
On April 1, 2009, Alberta Health Services (AHS) assumed responsibility for all ground
ambulance services in Alberta. Since this date Canmore has contracted the delivery of EMS
services as a third party provider through the integrated Fire-EMS model. The Town of Canmore
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gave notice of divestiture, to take effect on April 1, 2012, when it became clear that the
integrated Fire-EMS system would not meet the performance criteria imposed by AHS.
AHS has informed Administration that staff members will need to provide their intent to
transition employment by February 20, 2012. In order to avoid severance implications, a
decision on the staffing model needs to be made immediately.
A legal opinion was obtained on January 23, 2012 that speaks to severance issues, staffing
options and Alberta Labour Relations Code limitations.
DISCUSSION:
The Canmore Fire-Response Target is defined in the Canmore Fire Rescue Department Strategic
plan as being:
“The time from receipt of notification of a fire by the fire department until the first fire
department vehicle capable of beginning suppression activities arrives at the building shall be
less than 10 minutes in 90% of all calls.”
Also, important to this definition, is the understanding that “fire suppression activities” can begin
only when “staffed with a crew of firefighters in accordance with local municipal policy.”
Furthermore, the approved strategic plan states that, “the minimum level of staffing shall be 2
full time firefighters, on duty, at all times.”
The approved 2012 Fire-Rescue Department Operating Budget was based on an 8 FTE model,
with the Fire Chief moving into a regular shift rotation. However, in order to meet the Collective
Agreement requirements, the Fire Chief will have to be kept out of rotation. A new model is
therefore being proposed that will continue to see 2 Firefighters able to respond 75% of the time
(i.e. during 3 of the 4 shifts in rotation). The remaining 25% of the time the fire hall will be
staffed with 1 Firefighter with the support of 1 Paid Response Firefighter who will be paid to be
on-call and ready to respond. A Position Request Form has been prepared for the proposed Fire
Fighter positions and is included with this report as Attachment #2.
Currently, Canmore Fire-Rescue tends to recruit paid response fire fighters who are not long
term residents of Canmore and who will often leave the community after receiving training.
2012 improvements to our current recruitment strategies for paid response will include
presentations to the Canmore Downtown Business Association-BRZ, personalized recruitment
strategy to downtown business owners and reviewing hiring criteria. This will encourage a more
stable, established, family oriented, long term resident to be attracted to become a Paid Response
Firefighter.
In order to understand what Firefighters do when not responding to Fire-Rescue calls, a list of
required operational responsibilities is provided below:
•
•
•
•

Fire inspections (to be enhanced post transition to stand alone Fire-Rescue)
Public education and fire prevention (to be enhanced)
Truck, mechanical and breathing apparatus checks
Maintenance of tools and equipment
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•
•
•
•

Conducting training weekly for paid response volunteers and fulfilling training
requirements
Vehicle and fire hall cleaning for a 9,661 square foot building
Various administrative tasks (payroll, ordering and restocking supplies)
Planning for special events

ALTERNATIVES:
Council has requested that Administration present alternative service delivery models that were
considered as part of Administration’s process to recommend the preferred 8 FTE model. The
models presented below represent post AHS transition.

Model 1: 8 Full Time Employees (1 Fire Chief, 7 Firefighters, 1 Paid Response
Firefighter Paid on Call, plus Paid Response Fire Fighters who respond on a voluntary basis)
Pros:







3 Shifts provide immediate response by full time fire fighters from fire hall
Ability to conduct fire suppression within 10 minutes, forecasted to be 90% of the time
Retention of highest trained employees
Improved public education program
Improved prevention program
Respecting Collective Agreement by excluding Fire Chief from rotation

Cons:
 Increased cost of 1 Paid Response On Call (approximately $125.00 per day
worked/$27,000/year annualized/75% of 2012: $20,000)

Model 2: 5-Full Time Employees plus Paid Response Fire Fighters: (1 Fire
Chief, 4 Firefighters/1Firefighter per shift in fire hall at all times, and paid response fire fighters
who respond on a voluntarily basis)
Pros:
 Reduction in budget in salaries and wages of 3 Firefighter positions:
This savings will be offset by the increase in paid response requirements

$255,000($

Cons:
 Union Implications
 No immediate response by 2 full time fire fighters from fire hall
 Ability to conduct fire suppression with 10 minutes substantially reduced; not in
compliance with approved Strategic Plan
 Loss of highly trained employees
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Model 3: 5- Full Time Employees + 4-Term Firefighters plus Paid Response
Fire Fighters (1 Fire Chief, 4 Firefighters, 4 Term Response Firefighter, and 1 Paid On Call,
plus Paid Response Firefighters who respond on a voluntary basis)
Pros:
 Pilot program allows Administration to assess model with 3 term Firefighters without
long term commitment
 Immediate response by 2 full time fire fighters from fire hall
 Ability to conduct fire suppression within 10 minutes, forecasted to be 90% of the time
 Improved public education program
 Improved prevention program
Cons:
 In violation of Collective Agreement
 Increased, non-budged cost of 1 term Firefighter: $85,000
 Decreased staff retention

Model 4: 5-Full Time Employees + 4 Paid On Call, plus Paid Response
(1 Fire Chief, 4 Firefighters, plus 4 Paid Response Firefighters to be available by pager, off site,
plus Paid Response Fire Fighters who respond on a voluntary basis)
Pros:
 Provides a guaranteed response as the paid response members are required to respond to
calls
 Reduction in full time budget in salaries and wages by 3 positions: $255,000
(annualized) Note: this cost would be offset by increased cost for paid response of
$109,000; resulting in net savings: $146,000 (annualized).
Cons:






No immediate response by 2 full time fire fighters from fire hall
Increased costs for “on call”
Loss of highly trained employees
Possible Union implications
Ability to conduct fire suppression with 10 minutes would require monitoring to be in
compliance with approved Strategic Plan
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Model 5: Partial Contracting Out of Selected Services (i.e.: Inspections performed
by a private contractor)
Pros:
 Improved, guaranteed level of inspections performed
Cons:
 Union implications
 Ability to perform Inspections by Firefighters on shift not realized
 No improvement to response target
 increased costs of contract are unknown at present

Model 6: Full Contract Out of Fire-Rescue Department (Privatized fire-rescue
services)
Pros:
 Potential cost savings
Cons:
 Strong union implications
 Very difficult/impossible to implement with present divesture of ambulance-fire
schedule
 Requires time and research of benefits, contractor availability, risks, costs
Administration’s Recommendation: Model 1: 8 Full Time Employees (1 Fire Chief, 7
Firefighters, 1 Paid Response Firefighter Paid on Call, plus Paid Response Fire Fighters who
respond on a voluntary basis)
POLICY ALIGNMENT:
Canmore Fire-Rescue Department Strategic Plan (adopted April 19, 2011 by resolution #1462011). See Attachment #1.
VISION ALIGNMENT:
Civic Leadership and Governance – Moving forward with an efficient, appropriate sized FireRescue department ensures that residents and visitors have a high sense of safety and protection
in the community.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The approved 2012 budget reflects nine months as a stand-alone Fire-Rescue department staffed
with eight Firefighters. The 2012 Operating Budget impact for Model 1 is: $20,000 which
represents 75% of 1 Paid Response On Call Firefighter.
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Attachment 1

TOWN OF CANMORE
NEW POSITION BUDGET REQUEST FORM

Date: February 7, 2012
Service Area: Fire - Rescue
PLEASE NOTE: Assistance with developing a Job Description and Salary Level
is available through Human Resources.
POSITION TITLE: 3 x Fire Fighter
NEW POSITION:
•

X

PART TIME
FULL TIME

X
•

UNION

______________

PREFERRED START DATE: April 1, 2012____________ HOURS/WEEK: average 42 hrs/week
SALARY LEVEL: $85,000 including benefits__________
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF SPECIFIC JOB: position description attached
COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
REPORTS TO:
Fire Chief

BUDGET NOTES/JUSTIFICATION:
•
•
X

New Budget Approval
Existing/Replacing
Approved in Current Year Budget

DETAILS:
See attached position description

G:/applicti:pos-req.doc
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Town of Canmore
Fire Fighter
Position Description

CORE VALUES
WELLNESS- We strive for harmony in our corporate, social and natural environment.
RESPECT- We will treat others as we will expect to be treated.
INTEGRITY- We will be honest, responsible and trustworthy.
SERVICE- We are committed to excellence in meeting community needs.
TEAMWORK- We are cooperative and empowering in achieving our goals.

Position
Service Area
Reports to
Union Position

:
:
:
:

Fire Fighter
Fire Services
Fire Chief
Canmore Fire Fighters Collective Agreement,
Local 4705 of the IAFF

General Accountabilities

Reporting to the Fire Chief, the Firefighter is responsible for coordination of emergency operations as well as
providing on scene coordination of personnel during an emergency response when required. This position
protects life and property through suppression, rescue, and prevention of fires and other emergencies.
Specific Accountabilities












Respond to fire and medical emergencies in accordance with operating guidelines.
Carries out station routines including tool, apparatus, and equipment maintenance and general
maintenance of the fire hall. Provide advice and suggestions related to the procurement and
maintenance of apparatus and equipment to the Chief.
Conducts daily training and drill evolutions to maintain the skills of all personnel at a level of the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1001 standard and Pre-hospital Care best practices
Maintains scope of practice in accordance with Alberta College of Paramedics
Perform related duties as prescribed from time to time by the Chief.
Completes collects, examines and/or submit fire reports and special reports as required.
Develop and implement preplanning programs for emergency response within respective assigned
response area as assigned by the Chief
Assist in the instruction and implementation of new firefighting and emergency response techniques.
Assist with the implementation of public relations programs.
Notify Chief of any station maintenance required.

Technical Accountabilities
G:/applicti:pos-req.doc
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This position requires a high school diploma supplemented by formal emergency service training and has the
ability to achieve certification in the following prescribed areas:
IFSAC or ProBoard Certification in:








NFPA
NFPA


NFPA
NFPA
NFPA

1001 – Level I & Level II
1002
Pump Level
Aerial Device Level
1051
472 OPS
472 Technician

Certification in:








ICS 100
ICS 200
Rope Rescue Technician
Ice Rescue Technician
Swift Water Rescue Technician
Fire Service Instructor Level I

Additionally,






Municipal designation as a Safety Codes Officer – Basic with the Alberta Safety Codes Council.
EMR, EMT-A, or Paramedic designation and is registered with ACP.
Valid class 3Q driver’s license.
A minimum of 3-5 years progressively responsible emergency service experience.

G:/applicti:pos-req.doc
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Attachment 2

Canmore Fire-Rescue Department

Strategic Plan
Adopted by Town of Canmore Council, April 19, 2011 Resolution #146-2011
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The last approved strategic plan was completed in 2005. This plan was for an Integrated Fire-EMS model
that had the following approved response services and programs:
o Fire suppression
o
Rescue services including auto extrication, ice/water rescue, high angle rescue, and confined
space rescue
o Advanced Life Support Emergency Medical Services
o Disaster Services
o Hazardous Materials Response
o Fire prevention and Public education
In 2009 the responsibility of EMS provision, dispatch, and medical direction was legislated to be funded
and governed by the province. Canmore entered into an initial two year contract with Alberta Health
Services (AHS) for the provision of EMS that was to terminate on March 31, 2011. In accordance with the
contract the Town of Canmore provides two Advanced Life Support ambulances 24 hours a day 365 days a
year.
This AHS contract has affected our integrated system due to the increased call volume and EMS crew
utilization. Canmore Fire-EMS under this contract must follow AHS directives and System Status
Management (SSM) principles. SSM is the philosophy of using the closest EMS resource regardless of the
ambulance’s jurisdiction. This utilization has decreased the availability of the crews for fire/rescue
response.
Leading up to the termination of the first two year agreement term, AHS has been holding meetings with
contract providers to discuss renewal terms and conditions. While new contract language has yet to be
released, Administration is of the understanding that Canmore’s integrated Fire-EMS model will not meet
the “dedicated resource” requirement by AHS.
Given the uncertainty of the future of EMS and the Town’s ability to provide an integrated Fire-EMS
department beyond March 2011, Council directed Administration to develop a strategic plan for 2011-2013.
During the development of the strategic plan the TOC received a 1 year contract extension under the current
contract language; this contract extension expires March 31, 2012.
This strategic plan details the Canmore response time, strategic priorities for the Fire-Rescue Department,
and develops actions for 2012-2014. It also reviews the historical data that was evaluated to develop the
stand alone Department, establishes an organizational structure, provides program and service level details,
and identifies budget requirements. Ongoing monitoring and evaluation will take place during 2012-2014 to
ensure that the stand alone model is effective. Statistics and program analysis will centre on the Fire-Rescue
side of the business with the assumption that AHS will deliver EMS following the March 31, 2012 contract
term.
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2.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND ACTIONS

2.1 Canmore Response Time
Timely response is essential for effective delivery of Fire and Rescue Services. Therefore the framework for
this Strategic Plan starts with the establishment of a Response Target that is achievable within the resources
and budget proposed for the department. The Town of Canmore Fire Response Target will be:
“The time from receipt of notification of a fire1 by the fire department until the first fire
department vehicle capable of beginning suppression activities arrives at the building2 shall be
less than 10 minutes in 90% of all calls.”
Where;
1
“receipt of notification of a fire” means the point in time that the fire dispatcher first receives the
request for fire suppression assistance from the 911 operator;
2

“arrives at the building” means the point in time that a rated fire department engine capable of
beginning exterior exposure protection and suppression activities arrives at the scene of the fire,
staffed with a crew of firefighters in accordance with local municipal policy.

2.2 Historical Call Types and Volume
To provide context for development of this strategic plan, an analysis of work load and call volume related
to Fire-Rescue services was conducted for the years 2007 through 2010. (See detailed response statistics and
definitions for the 2007 – 2010 periods in Appendix D.) Note that this data is for fire and rescue only and
does not include EMS call data.
Medical Assistance
Alarms
Fires
MVC’s
Hazardous Materials
Other
Rescue
Total

644 Calls (35%)
573 Calls (31%)
211 Calls (12%)
139 Calls (7%)
124 Calls (7%)
76 Calls (4%)
70 Calls (4%)
1853 Calls

2.3 Risk Analysis
An analysis of calls over a 4 year period, from 2007 to 2010 reveals that Fire Response to Medical
Assistance and Alarm Calls are consistently the most prevalent call type but have a low level of
consequence. Fires, Hazardous Materials and Motor Vehicle Collision Calls are less likely to occur but have
a higher probability of severe consequence. Other Calls (complaints, public assistance) are relatively few in
number and of insignificant severity.
Risk can be managed by implementing programs that reduce the severity and likelihood factors. This
strategic plan is developed on the assumption that a timely and coordinated response to both prevalent and
high severity calls would likely be a public expectation for a stand-alone Fire-Rescue Department.
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Mutual Aid
Required

The following chart depicts a plot of the historical call data into a “Severity of Consequence” vs
“Likelihood of Occurrence” chart to provide a visual depiction of this information.

MVC’s
7%
Hazmat
7%

Fires
12%

Moderate
Rescue
4%

Medical
Assists
35%

Alarms
31%

Insignificant
Other
4%

Rarely
% represents the
response type average
of all calls responded to
in Appendices A, B, & C
.

Moderate

Manageable with own Resources

Severity of Consequences

Catastrophic

Almost Certain

Likelihood of Occurrence

2.4 Response Programs
Canmore Fire-Rescue will provide the following response programs that have been identified
through risk assessment and historical data. These programs will be categorized in primary and
secondary response. These two categories will determine the core response programs (Primary) and
the programs that may be delayed due to a primary response (Secondary).

Primary

Secondary

Local Response
Regional Response
Fire Suppression
Alarm Response
Rescue Response Program*
Fire Inspection, Prevention and Public Education
Hazardous Materials Response
Fire Response to Medical Assistance
*Rescue Response Program Includes:
 Vehicle and Machinery Extrication
 Rope Rescue
 Aquatic Rescue
 Ice Rescue
 Confined Space Rescue
 Trail Evacuation
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Detailed program descriptions, service level training requirements and associated costs are contained in
Appendix A.
A Fire Inspection, Prevention & Education Program will be provided as a risk management strategy. Details
of this program and specific enhancement objectives are contained within Appendix B.

2.5 Canmore Fire-Rescue Department Response Parameters
Canmore Fire-Rescue will have two response zones, local and regional.
1. Local- A local response is one that occurs within the Town of Canmore municipal borders. In
this response zone Canmore Fire-Rescue meet the Response Target identified in Section 2.1 and
will provide the following response programs:
a) Fire Suppression
b) Rescue Services Including:
 Vehicle and Machinery Extrication
 Rope Rescue
 Aquatic Rescue
 Ice Rescue
 Confined Space Rescue
c) Hazardous Materials Response
d) Alarm Response
e) Fire Response to Medical Assistance*
f) Fire Inspection, Prevention and Public Education programs
*Canmore Fire-Rescue will only respond to life threatening medical assistance calls, when no
ambulances are available, or when additional manpower is requested. (See Appendix A.4)
2. Regional - A regional response is one that results from a request by a surrounding municipality
or an Agency Having Jurisdiction (AHJ). All surrounding municipalities and AHJ’s will have a
Mutual Aid Agreement or a Memo of Understanding with the Town before. When a regional
response is requested, the requesting municipality or agency will be billed for services provided
in accordance with the Agreements established. Canmore Fire –Rescue will only provide a
regional response when requested and only if a local response can be maintained for the TOC
concurrently. In the regional response zone Canmore Fire-Rescue may provide the following
response programs:
a) Fire Suppression
b) Rescue Services Including:
 Vehicle and Machinery Extrication
 Rope Rescue
 Aquatic Rescue
 Ice Rescue
 Confined Space Rescue
c) Hazardous Materials Response
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2.6 First Response Agreements
As of the writing of this Strategic Plan, there are no First Response Agreements in place with Canmore FireRescue Department.

2.7 Regional Mutual Aid Agreements
The following Agreements have been established over the years with neighboring jurisdictions or third party
Agencies:
a) Alberta Infrastructure- While not an official Agreement, it is active practice that the TOC
is remunerated at the AB Infrastructure rates for Fire-Rescue services rendered on a Primary
or Secondary roads response to motor vehicle collisions.
b) Alberta Sustainable Resource Development-Forestry Division (SRD)-This agreement is
renewed annually and provides for mutual aid responses between the TOC and SRD Forested
lands and structures. TOC will be remunerated at the SRD rates when used.
c) Bow Corridor Emergency/Disaster Mutual Assistance Agreement-This agreement has
been in place since 1990 and is between City of Calgary, Kananaskis ID 5, Banff National
Park, Town of Banff, Town of Cochrane, MD Rockyview, MD of Bighorn, TOC, Redwood
Meadows. An amendment in 1999 added the Village of Ghost Lake and Village of
Waiparous. This agreement allows for Fire-Rescue and Emergency Management resources to
be utilized in all above communities for emergency/disaster response with remuneration
provided to the TOC by the party requesting assistance. The remuneration will be according
to the Town’s master fee schedule.
d) Memorandum of Understanding between Town of Canmore and Municipal District of
Bighorn #8-This document has been in place since July of 2009 and defines operational
protocol for the provision of Fire-Rescue services on the Trans-Canada Highway. Under this
MOU Canmore Fire and Rescue will only respond to areas of the highway outside of our
municipal boundaries if authorized to do so by the MD. When requested to respond,
remuneration is provided at the TOC Master Fee Schedule rates. This MOU is in effect until
a first response agreement can be negotiated with the MD of Bighorn.

2.8 Canmore Fire-Rescue Department Response
Canmore Fire-Rescue will respond to the above call types through two distinct approaches:
1. Station Page – In these calls only the in-station crew comprised of Career Firefighters working
fulltime out of the fire hall is paged to respond to the call. Station pages are generally issued for all
Medical Assistance and Fire Alarm calls as well as for non-structure related fires.
2. General Page – In these calls all available firefighters including the in-station crew (if not out on
another call) as well as the Paid Response Firefighters who carry a pager and are available as needed
are paged to respond. General Pages are issued for all structure fires and motor vehicle collisions
and whenever manpower over and above the in-station crew is required.
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3. ORGANIZATION AND BUDGET
3.1 Organization Structure and Manpower
To meet the above Fire Response Target, the Fire-Rescue Department will continue to utilize both in-station
crews and on-call paid response firefighters. The minimum level of staffing will be two full time fire
fighters on duty at all times. Given that the department operates on a 24/7 basis, the staffing compliment
required would be four crews of two firefighters (or eight FTE) plus the full time Fire Chief, for a total of
nine FTE.
Two firefighters could respond in a pumper truck within the 10 minute response requirement of the
Canmore response target to begin putting water on the fire from a defensive mode (exterior tactics). Safe
work practices require that firefighters work in pairs and hence ideally, there would be two firefighters on a
fire hose to commence an offensive attack (interior tactics), a pump operator and an officer. With a two
person in-station crew this will be accomplished when additional resources from the paid response crews
arrive on scene. A thorough monitoring and evaluation of response capabilities will be conducted on an
annual basis.
The in-station crews will continue to respond to the majority of calls. As in the past there will be heavy
reliance on the paid response program. Therefore the department will continue to maintain an active roster
of 36 paid response firefighters who would respond as needed, particularly in the following circumstances:
a. In all active fire calls to provide the required personnel to conduct an interior attack
b. As fire response at motor vehicle collisions and at incidents requiring more than two personnel
c. When the on-duty crew has been actively dispatched to another call
d. To cover for vacation, sick time and other approved absences of full-time firefighters
The proposed department rank structure will follow a traditional fire system. There will be two Chief
Officers (The Fire Chief and Deputy Chief), three Station Captains and four firefighters. The Deputy Chief
will fill a Station Captain role in the rotation.
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2012 Response Program

Chief
Emergency
Management &
Health and Safety
Deputy Chief
(In Rotaion)

Deputy Chief
Platoon A

Firefighter

Station Captain
Platoon B

Firefighter

Station Captain
Plattoon C

Station Captain
Platoon D

Firefighter

Firefighter

Paid Response Firefighters
36 Members

3.2 OPERATING BUDGET
Loss of revenue from the provision of medical services will have a significant financial impact on the
transition to a stand-alone Fire-Rescue model. The organizational structure of the Fire-Rescue Department
assists in mitigating the revenue loss by reducing the number of full-time firefighters/Paramedics from the
current compliment of 13 to a new total of nine firefighters. The budget implications of the transition will
not be fully realized until the contract with Alberta Health Services terminates on April 1, 2012. Therefore
the annual budget for 2012 reflects three months as an integrated department and nine months as a standalone Fire-Rescue service. In January 2013 the town will have full fiscal responsibility for the stand alone
fire model. A summary of the financial implications is as follows:
2011 Fire Only Budget 2012 Fire Only Budget* Varience 2011 vs. 2012
$878,990.00
$1,359,547.00
$480,557.00

In 2013 the increase will be approximately $596,000.00 over the 2011 budget. Staffing is the main cost of
the Fire-Rescue model. These costs ensure a state of readiness for required responses to the community of
Canmore. These costs do not decrease if we see a decrease in the number of Fire or Rescue calls.

3.3 CAPITAL BUDGET
The 5-year capital plan for the Fire-Rescue Department is outlined below. No significant new infrastructure
or equipment is proposed for the strategic plan period. Replacement of existing fire trucks is scheduled for
2013 and 2014. A detailed analysis on mechanical fitness, reliability and suitability to the tasks at hand will
be undertaken prior to replacement. An inventory of apparatus and facilities is included as Appendix C. It
is important to note that by electing to divest from the Alberta Health Services contract the Town will no
longer be required to invest in the purchase or replacement of EMS equipment such as ambulances and
advanced medical equipment, several of which were scheduled for lifecycle replacement in the next few
years.
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PROJECT
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Equipment Trailer
$15,000.00
Communications Equipment
$50,000.00
Lifecycle
Personal Protective Equipment
$75,000.00
Lifecycle-Paid Response
Pumper 32 Life Cycle
$300,000.00
Personal Protective Equipment
$50,000.00
Lifecycle-Career Members
Fire Tools and Equipment
$20,000.00
Lifecycle
Firesmart-Thinning Program
$50,000.00
*In 2010 a $112,000.00 capital project was completed to life cycle equipment that coincides with the 2005
council approved and proposed response programs.

3.4 REVENUE GENERATION
In order for the TOC to have a sustainable Fire-Rescue Service revenue generation must be explored. Areas
for consideration include:
 Investigation into full cost recovery and reflect with the Master Fees Schedule
 Fire Inspection/Investigation fees
 Fire-Rescue Training
o Investigation into training outside agencies, this would use current resources and instructors to
offset the Town’s Fire-Rescue training costs.
 First response agreements with surrounding areas
 Fire Response Fee
o Investigation into shifting the Fire-Rescue fee model to emulate an Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) model. In a EMS model the operating budget ensures that the service is in a state of
readiness. When a response is requested a response fee is levied according to the master fee
schedule.
 Regional response
o Fire-Rescue will promote the regional response programs to the surrounding stakeholders.
Through regional use this will offset the capital and training cost associated in providing the
response programs for the Town.
Canmore Fire-Rescue department will undertake a true cost analysis exercise to ensure that billing rates are
based on full cost recovery. In addition, fee for service options will be examined and if appropriate, be
included for amendment to the Fire Bylaw.
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4. CANMORE FIRE-RESCUE DEPARTMENT ACTIONS FOR 2011-2014
2011
1. Rewrite Bylaw 30-2001-Fire Bylaw to reflect the direction laid forward by this plan including
options for Cost Recovery
2. To review/establish Mutual Aid Agreements or Memo of understandings with all surrounding
municipalities and agencies that include clear remuneration
3. Review False Alarm Bylaw data for effectiveness and compliance

2012
1. Monitor the success of department structure and program deliverables including:
a. Achievement of the Canmore Response Standard
b. Annual reporting of the Fire-Rescue response stats to the TOC Planning Department to
ensure that the Alberta Fire and Building code can be properly administered.
c. Comparison to other municipalities of like size and response capability
d. Continuous risk assessments of response programs and infrastructure
e. Growth of the Town in area, structures and population served
2. Fire Prevention and Inspection activities:
a. Inspect the 120 major occupancies in Canmore
b. Initiate the pre planning process on all major occupancies
c. Initiate a hazard assessment program for all major occupancies
d. Initiate the development with planning a 10 minute response zone for the Town of Canmore
3. Public Education programming including:
a. Quarterly Play school, Elementary, and High School Programming
b. Initiate an Elderly and Disabled Smoke detector inspection and replacement program
c. Provide Business community sessions (Hotel Associations, BRZ) on fire prevention and
inspection processes
d. Provide quarterly Social Group sessions (Boy Scouts, Girl Guides) on fire prevention and
career counseling
4. Report results of monitoring to Council

2013
1. Ongoing monitoring of department structure and program deliverables and compared with 2012
data.
2. Report results of monitoring to Council and make changes to programs/department as required.
3. Review and evaluate False Alarm Bylaw data and adjust Bylaw accordingly
4. Review Public Education Initiatives and evaluate program effectiveness

2014
1. Ongoing monitoring of department structure and program deliverables and compared with 2012 and
2013 data.
2. Report results of monitoring to Council and make changes to programs/department as required.
3. Amend the Town of Canmore Quality Management Program (QMP) to reflect the 2012-13 fire
inspection/prevention programs.
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5. MONITORING AND EVALUATION
It is proposed that a thorough monitoring and evaluation of response capabilities be conducted on an annual
basis to determine the success of the department structure and program deliverables. The criteria of the
evaluation will be as follows:
o Achievement of the Canmore Response Target
o Reporting of the Fire-Rescue response stats to the TOC Planning Department to ensure that the
Alberta Fire and Building code can be properly administered.
o Mutual Aid Agreements or Memo of understandings with all surrounding municipalities and
agencies has been executed.
o Comparison to other municipalities of like size and response capability
o Continuous risk assessments of response programs and infrastructure
o Growth of the Town in area, structures and population served
In 2010 administration undertook an extensive review of what a firefighter on average costs the Town of
Canmore. It was concluded that with salary, benefits, occasional leave and training costs the budget for a
fulltime firefighter is $95,000/year. In order to increase one firefighter per shift the department compliment
would have to increase by four firefighters, this comes with a budget increase of $380,000.
If monitoring and evaluation shows that the stand alone Fire-Rescue model is not performing to the
standards approved by Council, there are several solutions that can be implemented before the hiring of
additional full-time personnel. Some of the options to be investigated through 2012/13 are:
o Canmore Fire-Rescue is currently trialing a real time internet based on call availability system. This
system will allow members (both fulltime and paid response firefighters) to program their
availability for emergency response. This will allow administration to plan and coordinate response
coverage based on a daily report of member’s availability.
o Paid Response Firefighters are currently only paid when they respond. As a result, they can choose
when to turn their pagers on or off and have the choice of whether or not they respond to calls.
Before increasing fulltime staff, a trial will be undertaken to determine effectiveness of a system
where Paid Response Members sign-up for and are paid a nominal on-call rate to be ready and
available for calls.
The results of these options will be provided to Council as part of the annual review of the department and
the evaluation criteria provided above.

6. CONCLUSION
When governance, funding and medical direction for EMS became the responsibility of the Province in
2009, it became apparent that the integrated Fire/EMS department was no longer a model supported by the
Provincial mandate. To respond to this reality, Council directed Administration to develop a strategic plan
for transitioning to a stand alone Fire-Rescue Department. This plan establishes an organizational structure,
provides program and service level details, identifies budget requirements and lays out strategic action items
for the 2012-2014 time period. Ongoing monitoring and evaluation will take place during on an annual
basis.
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Appendix A
Response Program Details & Training Requirements

A.1

FIRE SUPPRESSION (Primary Response)

Fire Suppression is the process of controlling and/or extinguishing fires for the purpose of protecting people
from injury, death, and/or property loss. This is achieved by deploying Class “A” fire rated engine (must
have a fire pump capable of pumping not less than 1,250 gallons per minute and carry no less than 750
gallons of water in an on board tank), firefighting equipment and personnel trained in fire suppression
strategies and tactics and meeting the Town of Canmore Response Target of less than 10 minute response
time in 90% of calls.
Canmore Fire-Rescue will maintain training in the following fire suppression strategies and tactics:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Interior offensive attack
Exterior defensive attack
Vertical and horizontal ventilation
Pressurized fuel fires
Wildland interface fires (forest and structures on fire)
Wildland fires

Fire Training Requirements
There are 2 levels of training for firefighter certification in the Province. These are known in the industry as
1001 and 1002 standards.
Full time firefighters will receive full training to both the 1001 and 1002 standards.
Paid Response Officers will receive training to the 1001 standard while Paid Response Firefighters receive
training in the first course of the 1001 standard only.
The 1001 and 1002 programs are a one time certification with skills being maintained by weekly training
sessions. Course costs and time requirements are as follows:
o 1001 level 1
o 1001 level 2
o 1002

A.2

$1200/Firefighter or Officer 240 Hours
$1600/Firefighter or Officer 240 Hours
$600/Firefighter
120 Hours

ALARM RESPONSE (Secondary Response)

An alarm response is generated from an automatic detection system that is designed to detect the presence
of fire, smoke, gas or water flow by monitoring environmental changes. Automatic alarm systems can be
used to notify people to evacuate in the event of a fire or other emergency and these systems will notify the
Fire-Rescue Department by auto dialing dispatch centers or alarm monitoring companies.
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The vast majority of alarm responses in Canmore are due to false alarms. These alarms can be initiated by
construction (dry wall dust, sawdust and fumes), poor maintenance, equipment failure, or mischief. In order
to reduce the responses to false alarms Canmore implemented a False Alarm By-law in 2009. This by-law is
too new to evaluate if the intended use is reducing the response to false alarms. In 2011-12 the data will be
reviewed, if the review data finds that the program is not having the intended results the by-law will need to
be adjusted.
Canmore Fire-Rescue will respond to Alarms with in-station crews. No special training or costs are
associated with alarm responses.

A.3

VEHICLE AND MACHINERY EXTRICATION (Primary Response)

Vehicle and machinery extrication is the process of removing the vehicle or machine from around a person
that has been involved in a motor vehicle or industrial accident when conventional means of exit are
impossible or unadvisable. A delicate approach is needed to minimize injury to the victim during the
extrication. This operation is typically accomplished by cribbing and shoring techniques for stabilization
and specialized hand and hydraulic tools to perform the extrication.
Motor Vehicle Collisions are the 4th most prevalent call type experienced by the department, with responses
required approximately 35 times per year. Obtaining proficiency in the skills for vehicle and machinery
extrication is paramount in firefighter training.
Training for vehicle and machinery extrication is provided in the 1001 firefighter level standard and skills
are maintained through weekly training sessions.

A.4

FIRE RESPONSE TO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE (Primary Response)

Fire Response to Medical Assistance calls are the most prevalent call responded to by Canmore FireRescue. The Medical First Responder is an integral part of the Emergency Services System which
traditionally refers to the combination of Police, Fire and Ambulance Services. The term "Medical First
Responder" has been applied to the first individual who arrives at the scene regardless of the individual's
credentials or employer.
In a medical emergency Fire Departments across all jurisdictions are regularly dispatched to assist EMS
personnel with critically injured patients, multiple victim incidents and/or heavy lifting situations. It is for
this reason that the integrated Fire-EMS department has been so successful. The Fire Response to Medical
Assistance call is not intended to duplicate EMS but rather to provide much needed assistance in critical
situations.
In Alberta all dispatch centers use a standardized priority dispatch system. In this system, response
determinants are given for patient’s medical signs and symptoms. Canmore Fire-Rescue will only respond
to the following situations:
a)

DELTA Calls – These are Life Threatening calls such as Heart Attacks, Shortness of Breath,
Airway Obstructions and Allergic Reactions. A Dispatch Operator will automatically
dispatch the closest Ambulance as well as the closest Fire Engine
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b)

c)

d)

ECHO Calls – These are serious medical calls such as Cardiac/Respiratory Arrest. The
Dispatch Operator will automatically dispatch the closest apparatus whether it is EMS, Fire
or Police
EMS needs more Manpower – This occurs when EMS requests assistance through the
Dispatch Operator. Circumstances where an EMS crew may need additional manpower.
Some examples are, multi-story walk ups that need the patient brought down multiple flights
of stairs and drivers for critical transports that require all Paramedics to be in the back of the
ambulance providing medical care.
Ambulance not available – In the rare instance where an ambulance is unavailable, the
Dispatch Operator will dispatch a Fire-Rescue Crew to a medical emergency to “stop the
clock”. Canmore Fire-Rescue will attend to the patient until an ambulance arrives on scene
and will not be involved in transporting patients.

Fire Response to Medical Assistance Training Requirements
Canmore’s current fulltime firefighters are all trained to the Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) or
Paramedic level. On a go forward basis, new hires will be required to have a minimum level of Emergency
Medical training as by the Province. There will be no additional costs to the department as employees will
be required to have the EMR designation prior to employment with Canmore Fire-Rescue.

A.5

RESCUE OPERATIONS (Primary Response)

Rescue operations include the following:
o
o
o
o

Rope Rescue
Aquatic Rescue
Ice Rescue
Confined Space Rescue

There are 3 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) levels of training that Canmore Fire-Rescue will
implement into a Rescue Operations response program.
1. Awareness Level - Awareness level personnel are expected to recognize the presence of emergency,
protect themselves, call for trained personnel, and secure the area.
2. Operations Level - Operations level responders are trained to respond in a defensive fashion to
control the emergency from a safe distance and keep it from spreading.
3. Technician Level - Technicians respond to incidents using a risk-based response process with the
ability to analyze a problem, select appropriate equipment, and control the scene using specialized
protective clothing and control equipment.
Awareness Level training is conducted by in-house staff for new recruits and junior Paid Response
Firefighters. The NFPA Rescue Programs include an initial certification course and require recertification
every 3 years for the Operations and Technician Levels. Maintenance of rescue skills will be maintained by
weekly training sessions. Career firefighter will be trained to the Technician Level, Paid Response Officers
to the Operations Level.
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A.5.1 Rope Rescue
Rope rescue is a set of skills that involves the use of static ropes, anchoring and belaying devices, friction
rappel devices, various devices to utilize mechanical advantage for hauling systems, and other specialized
equipment to reach victims and safely recover them.
There are 2 primary categories of rope rescue:
o High/low angle urban/structural, (construction sites, elevators, and towers)
o High/low wilderness/mountain rescue. (ravines, slopes and cliffs)
There are significant differences between each in both technique and equipment. As a rule, urban rope
rescue involves heavier equipment and is of relatively short duration. Wilderness/mountain rope rescue
involves lighter equipment with extended rescue times. Though there is significant overlap in techniques
and concepts, the two skill sets are not considered interchangeable. What works in an urban environment
may not work in a wilderness environment and vice versa.
Canmore Fire-Rescue responds to approximately 6 rope rescue incidents per year and have included a
below grade construction worker fall, a bridge rescue of a teen, and various rescues of immobilized patients
that require lowering systems to remove from vertical/sloped terrain. While few in number the outcome of
these incidents can be significant, including critical injury or death. EMS is only equipped to provide
medical care for the injured; they do not have the technical ability or resources to affect a rescue in slope or
high angle situations. Given Canmore’s urban form and surrounding wilderness, skills in rope rescue
techniques for both the urban and wilderness environment are paramount.
Rope Rescue Training Requirements
o Operations Level
o Operations Level Recertification every 3 years
o Technician Level
o Technician Level Recertification every 3 years

$400/Firefighter
$120/Firefighter
$575/Firefighter
$100/Firefighter

24 Hours
24 Hours
32 Hours
32 Hours

A.5.2 Aquatic Rescue
Aquatic rescue is a set of skills that involves safe rescue in moving and still water.
Swift water responses will be shore based. A partnership has been formed with Alberta Public Safety to
provide a co-response with provincial personnel utilizing the motorized resources of the Alberta
Government to assist firefighters on-shore. This is the preferred method of rescue due to the increased risk
of sending rescuers into a very dynamic environment.
Still water rescue will entail the use of rescue swimmers that can safely use equipment and techniques that
will remove victims from the following:
 Canals
 Reservoirs
 Lakes
These rescues can be complicated by submerged vehicles and poor visibility. The rescue swimmers will be
trained and equipped to mitigate these aquatic scenarios.
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Since 2007, Canmore Fire-Rescue has responded to approximately 18 water related incidents including
overturned canoes and kayaks, removal of people from log jams and debris and assistance to the Alberta
Public Safety with their motorized platform. Through certification and maintenance of shore based water
rescue techniques, firefighters will have the skills to respond to and assist Provincial personnel with
incidents occurring on the Bow River or any water body.
Aquatic Rescue Training Requirements
o
o
o
o

1006 Operations Level
1006 Operations Level Recertification every 3 years
1006 Technician Level
1006 Technician Level Recertification every 3 years

$300/Firefighter
$120/Firefighter
$430/Firefighter
$120/Firefighter

16 Hours
16 Hours
24 Hours
24 Hours

A.5.3 Ice Rescue
Ice rescue is a set of skills that involves safe rescue in sub zero environments. Canmore Fire-Rescue
responds to about one incident per year involving an ice rescue. Staff are trained to the technician level due
to that the operations level are not trained in ice formation and on ice operations (the ropes are man on the
ice and not from the shore). In order to affect rescues in our response area members must be able to read the
ice conditions and set up operations on the ice, due to the long distances from shore that rescues may occur.
Ice Rescue Training Requirements
o 1006 Technician Level
o 1006 Technician Level Recertification every 3 years

$349/Firefighter
$120/Firefighter

16 Hours
16 Hours

A.5.4 Confined Space Rescue
Confined space rescue is a set of skills that involves the rescue and recovery of victims trapped in a
confined space or in a place only accessible through confined spaces, such as underground vaults, storage
tanks, or sewers in an hazardous environment.
Confined space rescues can be technically challenging due to the environment in which they occur.
Confined spaces are often narrow and constricting preventing easy access by rescuers. They are usually
either unlit or poorly lit so rescuers must provide their own light source. Confined spaces often contain
hazardous materials in liquid or gas form which can be harmful or fatal to humans. These hazards can be
fatal as they create a limited window in which to perform a rescue. The general rule is that after four
minutes without oxygen, a person in a confined space will likely suffer asphyxia resulting in either brain
damage or death. The confined space entry team must carry a supplied air breathing apparatus, gas
monitoring equipment and hard lined communications as per Workers Compensation Board.
The urgent need to rescue someone from a confined space often leads to ill-prepared rescue attempts. Twothirds of all of deaths occurring in confined spaces are attributed to persons attempting to rescue someone
else. The most recent example is from Kimberly B.C. in 2006. In this incident a worker was checking water
samples in a water shed. This was very routine and no incidents in the past were recorded of low oxygen
levels. The worker was instantly rendered unconscious. A co-worker came to check on him and saw him in
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the shed, the worker dialed 911 and dispatched an ambulance. The second worker tried to rescue the initial
worker and was succumbed by the low oxygen atmosphere. When the ambulance arrived the paramedics
went into the shed and were also instantly overcome. Kimberly Fire-Rescue were just recently trained in
confined space rescue and recognized what was happening and were able to remove all four people safely.
At the end of this incident all 4 people lost their lives. Canmore Fire-Rescue responds to approximately 4
confined space rescues per year examples of which include cave rescue, elevator shaft and low oxygen
environments.
Confined Space Rescue Training Requirements
o 1006 Technician Level
o 1006 Technician Level Recertification every 3 years

A.6

$600/Firefighter
$600/Firefighter

32 Hours
32 Hours

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE (Primary Response)

Hazardous material response deals with solids, liquids, or gases that can harm people, other living
organisms, property, or the environment. They are often subject to chemical regulations. "Hazmat Teams"
are personnel specially trained to handle dangerous goods. Dangerous goods include materials that are
radioactive, flammable, explosive, corrosive, oxidizing, asphyxiating, biohazards, toxic, pathogenic, or
allergenic. Also included are physical conditions such as compressed gases (vapor) and liquids or hot
materials, including all goods containing such materials or chemicals, or may have other characteristics that
render them hazardous in specific circumstances.
Canmore Fire-Rescue Hazmat Program will include the following responses:
Solid Response
 Identification
 Spill clean up
Liquid Response
 Identification
 Leak mitigation
 Spill clean up
 Damming and diking
 Biohazard clean up
Vapor (gas) Response
 Identification
 Containment via cylinder capping (chlorine)
 Propane flaring on portable cylinders
 Odor investigation
Hazardous material response will be limited to a mitigation response. Canmore Fire-Rescue will not
perform extended cleanup operations; this responsibility is of the product owner or carrier.
Canmore Fire-Rescue will not be equipped to respond to all hazardous materials responses. The cost would
be unsustainable for the town to provide an advanced hazmat team. The following is some examples that
Canmore Fire-Rescue will not provide:
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Rail car Capping
Rail car Flaring
Radiation response
Field Laboratory Analysis
Air quality monitoring
Plume Modeling

When these types of responses are required the Town will request mutual aid from Calgary Fire Department
or AHJ of that product.
In the 3 ½ year period from 2007 to mid 2010, Canmore Fire-Rescue responded to over 100 hazardous
materials incidents. Examples of these include the ammonia leak at the Recreation Centre, the CP Train
derailment as well as other minor spills.
Hazardous Materials Response Training Requirements
o 472 Technician Level
o 472 Operations Level $120/Firefighter

$1800/Firefighter
Included in 1001 training
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Appendix B
Fire Prevention, Investigation & Education Program
Due to the past EMS duties, fire prevention and education are areas that have not been as proactive as it
should be. As Canmore transitions to a stand alone Fire-Rescue Department education will be promoted
throughout the year with several media formats in order to have a significant impact to our community.
These enhanced programs are described further below.

B.1

FIRE PREVENTION/INVESTIGATION (Secondary Response)

Of all the activities the fire department is involved in, Fire Prevention Program, fire cause determination and
subsequent reporting, are the only legislated duties a municipality must provide for its citizens. Canmore
Fire-Rescue has a Quality Management Plan (QMP) filed with the Province that outlines the Town’s
approach to prevention & investigation.
The Canmore Fire Department will emphasize the importance of fire prevention and public safety education
and this is in alignment with our Mission Statement “Working Together to Preserve and Enhance Our
Quality of Life by Providing Life and Property Protection to the Residents in Our Community.” This will
be reinforced during a process of routine inspections that work to ensure the basic levels of life safety are
adhered to and that important response information is collected and verified.
While the goal of a fire and life safety inspection may seem obvious to some, it is important to realize that
on-site inspections serve as the corner stone to the department’s ability to respond to an emergency in a safe
and efficient manner. A fire and life safety inspection of an existing building, allows the inspector to:
o Ensure the building and its life safety systems (fire alarm, sprinklers and emergency lights, etc) are
maintained as required and that people can safely exit the structure during an emergency. A routine
visit from an inspector prompts a building owner to complete the required testing and servicing.
o Collect important information for our pre-fire planning program. This information assists our firefighters to safely and effectively respond to an emergency in these buildings.
o Educate the building owners and managers on the importance of fire safety and the hazards their
individual buildings/occupancies are faced with.
o Identify changes/alterations and use of existing buildings that are performed without benefit of a
building permit. Such changes may severely affect the occupant’s ability to safely exit the structure
in an emergency.
A regular frequency of inspection reduces the likelihood of a building being used for illegal or improper
use.
In addition to performing on site inspections, fire prevention personnel work closely with other town
departments involved in the planning and development of all aspects of the community relating to fire and
life safety. Canmore Fire-Rescue is involved at the design stage of the larger more complex buildings, to
provide input that enhances occupant safety and the fire departments ability to respond to an emergency.
With the 2009 change to the Alberta Building code these departments will have to strategize on future
building outside of the 10 minute response zone.
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B.2

PUBLIC EDUCATION

Canmore Fire-Rescue has proactively adopted public education as an important directive. All programs
have been well received by the public and partnerships with the business community have evolved. It is
difficult to track the number of incidents that have not occurred because of fire and life safety programs but
tracking retention of knowledge through student participation does show that such programs are effective in
teaching safe behaviors. This will undoubtedly result in fewer incidents of injury and loss of property or life
in the future.
Education programs are primarily delivered in the first week of October during Fire Prevention Week. The
program consists of school visits with a theme that coincides with the Provincial fire safety message. During
fire prevention week the department will deliver a program that provides active learning for 500 plus
students and includes an open house with interactive activities for all ages. The open house also provides a
platform for actively recruiting paid response personnel.
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Appendix C
Fleet
The Town of Canmore has a variety of emergency response vehicles in its fleet.
31 Squad
32 Squad
Tower 31
Rescue 31
Pump 31
Pump 32
Rover 31

2003 Ford Excursion
2003 Ford F-350 1 Ton Truck
2003 E-One Bronto Quint (Ground Ladders, Fire Pump, Aerial Device, Water Tank and Fire Hose)
2000 E-One Rescue/Pumper
1993 E-One Pumper
1996 E-One Mini Pumper
2006 Trail Rescue/Fire Suppression unit

This fleet is maintained 90% with the Town of Canmore in house mechanic with the remaining 10% being
specialized inspections and certifications.

Fire Stations
Station 31, the main fire station that is located at 1021 Railway Avenue was built in 1985. This station has 8
apparatus bays with offices, dormitories, weight room, lecture room and a kitchen. Station 31 houses the
following apparatus:
31 Squad
32 Squad
Tower 31
Rescue 31
Pump 31
Rover 31

2003 Ford Excursion
2003 F-350 1 Ton Truck
2003 E-One Bronto Quint (Ground Ladders, Fire Pump, Aerial Device, Water Tank and Fire Hose)
2000 E-One Rescue/Pumper
1993 E-One Pumper
2006 Trail Rescue/Fire Suppression unit

Station 32 is a house that is leased from Three Sisters Resorts Inc. and is located at 101 Dyrgas Gate. This
station has 2 apparatus bays with an office, dormitories and a kitchen. Station 32 currently houses the
following apparatus:
Pump 32

1996 E-One Mini Pumper
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Appendix D
Fire Call Break Down and Response Statistics (2007 to 2010)
Fire-Rescue calls are compiled into the following categories:
1. Fires - Calls related to an active fire event. These fires could include structures,
refuse bins, vehicles, and wildland fires.
2. Alarms - Calls that originate from an alarm monitoring company from alarm
devices. These could include carbon monoxide, smoke, heat, fire sprinkler flow and
specialized alarms (i.e. ammonia alarm at the Canmore Recreation Center).
3. Fire Response to Medical Assistance – Calls for assistance to EMS. These could
include requests for additional man power for lifting/moving a patient, managing a
critically ill patient, managing multiple patients or when an EMS crew is not
available for a timely response. In the latter, dispatch will request the Fire-Rescue
Department to respond and initiate medical care until an ambulance arrives on scene.
4. Motor Vehicle Collisions (MVC’s) – Calls that require a response to a vehicle
collision.
5. Hazardous Materials – Calls that require leak mitigation, vapor release, unknown
substances, odors, and spill cleanup.
6. Rescue – Calls that require a rescue response to aquatic, ice, confined space, remote
wilderness, technical high angle and slope rescues
7. Other – Calls for public assistance, structure flooding, public complaints (i.e. fire
pits), trapped animals and road obstructions (i.e. from downed electrical wires and
trees)
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Fires

2007
52

Wildland Fires
Structure Fires
Garbage Fires
Vehicle Fires
Cooking Fires
Appliance Fires
Mischief Fires
Rescue
Swift Water
Rope
Confined Space
Remote Wilderness
Ice
Medical Assistance
Manpower
Fire Medical
Alarms
Carbon Monoxide
Smoke
Heat
Sprinkler
Pull Station
Alarm Trouble
Nothing Found
Dust
Fumes
Cancelled enroute
Hazardous Materials
Vapor Release
Spills
Leak Mitigation
Odor
Other
Public Service
Structure Flooding
Road Obstructions
Complaint
MVC
Summary Information
Total Calls
Station Pages
General Pages
Station Page compliance to the 10
minute response
General Page compliance to the 10
minute response
Average Number of Responders
Insufficient Response Incidents

2008
48
11
7
10
10
7
2
5

12

2009
58
16
5
11
7
3
4
2

13
4
5
3
0
1
162
53
8

93

27

22

145

31

22

9
20
3
4
16
31
28
16
3
15
38

4
5
10
12
24

6
5
3
8
43

164
58

14
20
2
7
12
15
42
22
9
25

7
1
9
10

23
2
0
2

222

168

27

6
4
3
7
1

164
35

7
26
7
8
17
20
33
17
6
26

2
2
5
19

21

199

167

22
8
6
4
2
1
10

4
10
6
4
0

158
4

10
19
3
1
6
19
32
3
N/A
N/A
28

26
11
7
5
2
3
4
24

5
4
1
1
1
61

2010
53

10
7
5
16
19

3
4
4
13
39

3
6
1
9
35

295
217
78

482
354
128

543
397
146

524
405
119

N/A

77.90%

82.40%

86.1%

N/A
N/A
N/A

44.50%
7.5
19

44.20%
9
0

58.4%
8
0
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